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Innovation, precision and enthusiasm is what drove Samuel Laubscher 175 years

ago. He invented one of the first machines used to machine-produce turned parts. A

lot has happened since then.
Over the last 20 years in particular, Laubscher has invested heavily in new

production buildings, machines and plants as well as in the further development of

production expertise. The central impetus for our activities has remained the same:

the love of precision.
MedtechThe medtech industry places the highest demands on manufacturing

partners; a challenge that we are happy to accept. As a solution provider, we

control processes from a single source. In Switzerland, Laubscher has expanded to

become the largest independent supplier.Medtech has become our biggest focus

area in recent years. Today, Laubscher is part of the value chain for numerous

customers in Switzerland and abroad. Our prototype department makes it possible

to provide sample parts at an early stage of development, which can be used to

assess the viability. 
WatchesPARTNER TO THE WATCH INDUSTRY FOR OVER 100 YEARSIt was the

pioneer Samuel Laubscher’s vision to produce the perfect watch screw for the

watch industry. In the 19th century, Laubscher developed a lathe which made it
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possible for the first time to manufacture a watch screw completely in one

operation – a milestone!Since then Laubscher has developed significantly. What has

remained is its close cooperation with the prestigious Swiss watch industry – there

are over 100 years of partnerships with numerous customers.
Watch screws and other watch parts are often so small that they are hardly visible

to the naked eye. Watch screws play an important role in ensuring that a movement

can display the famous Swiss punctuality and run accurately for decades.
IndustriesWhen it comes to precision turned parts, Laubscher plays a crucial role.

For 175 years we have been supporting a wide range of customers from various

industries. The focus is always on high-precision and often complex small and very

small parts and system components, whether they be for the automotive industry,

hydraulics, locking technology, armaments, electronics or other

industries.Laubscher is a strong partner for demanding precision parts and system

components. Thanks to our wide range of production processes, we manufacture

complex parts ready for installation. Our expertise covers much more than precision

décolletage.
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